Position: Internship for Grant Application

Company: Sky H2O, Inc

Website: www.skyh2o.us

Location: San Francisco Bay Area, CA

Time: 2016

Commitment: 10 - 20 hours per week

Reports to: President & CEO

Compensation: TBD + Performance Bonus

Interested and qualified candidates send CV to: Alex@skyh2o.us or Awelczeck@gmail.com

Qualified candidates are graduate students or recent graduates with know-how in and a passion for the Environment, Clean Technologies and Renewables including Water. Candidate must be a self-starter, be comfortable working independently, and have strong communication skills in writing, speaking and making presentations.

Sky H2O, Inc. is creating a new Infrastructure Project Investment Class by scaling, innovating, and advancing industrial Atmospheric Water Generation (“AWG”) technology, products, systems and projects. SkyH2O effectively combines up-stream (IP/technology + products) with down-stream (projects + financing) to most effectively provide communities, and large commercial and industrial water users with fresh potable water. AWG is a disruptive solution and a new water resource, and in most locations is more effective than alternative water systems including desalination or reverse osmosis (“RO”), and is more environmentally friendly. SkyH2O’s industrial-grade AWG can be deployed in a distributed manner, specifically where water is needed most, including at or near existing reservoir infrastructure enabling water security, self-reliance and independence – “Water 4.0.”